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The Sea-Doo standard means leading the industry with reliable, exciting performance,
industry-defining innovation and rider-inspired accessories in order to enhance every minute
you spend on the water. We aren't just innovating to solve today's needs. Thanks to advanced
technologies in our engines, ride platforms and manufacturing processes, we're inspiring a new
way to ride for generations to come. Whether you're looking for a new Sea-Doo adventure, tips
for maintenance or how to care for your Sea-Doo, you'll discover more to every ride here. This
site uses cookies to ensure you have the best experience. By browsing this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies in accordance with our Privacy Policy. Find out more on cookies
and how to manage your settings on our Cookie Policy. Sea-Doo Life Discover more. A better
ride The world's 1 watercraft The Sea-Doo standard means leading the industry with reliable,
exciting performance, industry-defining innovation and rider-inspired accessories in order to
enhance every minute you spend on the water. See why we're 1. Inspire more Tomorrow's
innovations today We aren't just innovating to solve today's needs. SeaDooLife The best
adventures are shared. Share your adventure. Take the ultimate test ride. Full-throttle
adventures on a Sea-Doo watercraft. It's on! Show me. Learn more. Bombardier introduced its
first personal watercraft in , called the Bombardier Sea-Doo. Following complaints of
overheating and inefficiency, it was replaced for with a water cooled cc engine. After only two
years on the market, it was discontinued. The Sea-Doo was re-introduced in as its own brand
under Bombardier, signaling a turnaround in the company's declining fortunes. The Wake
model was made for wakeboarding and two Challenger models were less sporty and more
luxurious: a smaller Challenger and a larger Challenger In , BRP discontinued the sport boat
production citing a decline in global sales in the marine industry. This meant the loss of jobs,
including most of those at a plant in Benton, Illinois. This model was in development for eight
years and was code-named CAFE clean, affordable, fun, and easy to use. The Spark quickly
became the best selling Sea-Doo model. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article's
tone or style may not reflect the encyclopedic tone used on Wikipedia. See Wikipedia's guide to
writing better articles for suggestions. September Learn how and when to remove this template
message. Popular Mechanics. Hearst Magazines. Retrieved Boating Magazine. Bombardier
Recreational Products. The Watercraft Journal. Parker Yamaha. December Boeh; Paul W.
Beamish Mergers and Acquisitions: Text and Cases. Retrieved 31 July Ride Apart. Boating
Industry. Index of articles associated with the same name. Bombardier Transportation , a
division of Alstom. See also List of Bombardier Transportation products. Categories : Set
indices Bombardier Recreational Products Vehicle manufacturing companies established in
Personal water craft. Hidden categories: Wikipedia articles with style issues from September All
articles with style issues Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All set index articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
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version. Since the craft's introduction, all other personal watercraft manufacturers have
introduced and continue to offer high performance versions of their standard runabouts. The XP
was based on Sea-Doo's original hull introduced in The 91 had the original yellow motor and the
92 was upgraded to the white motor. Visually, the XP featured a purple lower hull, pump, seat,
cowling, and handle pole cover. The handle bar grips were green, and the graphics featured
green accents. Also a first among watercraft, the cowling featured fixed dual mirrors and a pod
for fuel gauge and tachometer on the top. The XP was named "Watercraft of the Year". The
model was powered by a cc Rotax engine with dual carburetors and a tuned exhaust pipe and
produced 70HP. A variable trim nozzle and bronze vanes were added to the jet pump. The deck
was white, and graphic accents were now red as well. Adjustable mirrors were added to the
cowling. For , the XP sported the new X-4 hull which was based on race hulls used the previous
year. The hull was extended at the rear, narrowed at the bow, and sponsons were added on both
sides of the stern. The X-4 hull handled far superior to the previous hulls. It had removable trim
tabs at the rear which could be shimmed with a kit offered over the counter to trim the hull as
desired. Also, a 4 inch long pump spacer was added in front of the pump. While this spacer
added slightly to the top speed, it hurt performance in rough water because of the extra time it
took to fill the increased volume with water once the pump came unhooked. The engine's
displacement was again increased, now to cc, rated at 85 horsepower. The 95s used the same
upper deck as 94s, aside of some color and graphic changes. The graphics theme moved from
green and red to yellow and purple, with the hull, seat, intake grills, cowling and handle pole
cover becoming yellow, while the grips, boarding handle, rub rail and traction mats became to
purple. The deck remained white. A limited edition model, the XP , was offered in as well. The
new engine was cc and was equipped with pressure operated variable exhaust port timing
valves, or Rotax Automatic Variable Exhaust R. The was also differentiated by a yellow hull, top
deck, seat, cowling and handle pole cover. The cowling had a single gauge and no mirrors. The

rear of the hull was pink, and the graphic accents were pink. The standard XP cowling with
adjustable mirrors and gauges returned. The graphic accents were pink, but the rear hull was
left yellow. The handling of all the third generation boats was still characterized by the "lean
out" riding style. The XP was a marked departure from the previous models. An all new hull
specific to the XP was developed which brought a "lean in" style of riding to the craft. Further
enhancing this was Sea-Doo's "Direct Action Suspension," a raised seat that was mounted on a
pivot and had a shock absorber at the opposite end. The HP cc engine was carried over, as was
the predominantly yellow with black accents color scheme. For , the power to weight issue was
solved by the new XP Limited model. This craft was powered by a cc called a Type engine with
reed valves on the intake and R. Graphically, the lower hull, cowling, and handle pole cover
were now black, and the hood and cowling pod were metallic gray. The XP Limited mainly
featured graphic changes, as the hull colorings remained unchanged from Many driveline
upgrades were incorporated due to previous failures in the couplings. In , colors were the main
changes for the XP Limited, as the hull deck were changed to black; the seat and hood were
silver; and the cowling, handle pole cover, pivot, boarding handle, rub rail, and graphics were
yellow. The rub rail, pivots, and boarding handling were yellow, and the instrument pod and
handle pole cover were black. The XP Limited saw yet another graphic variation. The hood and
boarding handle were black along with the hull, instrument pod, and handle pole cover; the
deck remained silver; and the seat was now yellow along like the cowling and pivot points.
Orbital direct fuel injection was added to the cc engine for improved fuel economy,
performance, and emissions. The XP DIs were given a whole new color scheme: red hull, deck,
cowling, and handle pole cover; black hood, pivots, rub rail, and boarding handle; and a silver
seat. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Sea Doo Xp. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Retrieved 29 July
Retrieved 31 July Gone Outdoors. Personal Watercraft. Categories : Bombardier Inc. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing additional
references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
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Bombardier introduced its first personal watercraft in , called the Bombardier Sea-Doo.
Following complaints of overheating and inefficiency, it was replaced for with a water cooled cc
engine. After only two years on the market, it was discontinued. The Sea-Doo was re-introduced
in as its own brand under Bombardier, signaling a turnaround in the company's declining
fortunes. The Wake model was made for wakeboarding and two Challenger models were less
sporty and more luxurious: a smaller Challenger and a larger Challenger In , BRP discontinued
the sport boat production citing a decline in global sales in the marine industry. This meant the
loss of jobs, including most of those at a plant in Benton, Illinois. This model was in
development for eight years and was code-named CAFE clean, affordable, fun, and easy to use.
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article. Sea-Doo , sea-doo history. In , the first mass-produced, water jet-powered, sit-down
personal watercraft was introduced as a Sea-Doo and with its launch â€” it launched an industry
that has produced nearly two million personal watercrafts. The first Sea-Doo watercraft was
introduced as a two-seat model powered by an air-cooled, cc Rotax engine. At the time of its
introduction, the first Sea-Doo was truly an innovative and futuristic concept which made a big
splash with water enthusiasts. The Sea-Doo watercraft was re-launched. Powered by a cc Rotax
rotary valve engine, the Sea-Doo model featured an innovative V-Hull design. The first
three-seater watercraft was introduced as the Sea-Doo GT Grand Touring The GT offered
greater storage and mechanical reverse system and was capable of legally pulling a skier with
seating for a driver, spotter, and skier. The first high-performance Sea-Doo was introduced in
the XP model featuring twin carburetors and tuned exhaust pipe and commanded attention with
aggressive graphics. The XP was also introduced in utilizing the tuneable X4 hull and powered
by the cc R. The XP model later XP has the most watercraft racing wins of all time. The
Millennium edition models came equipped with DI Direct Injection technology to further reduce
emissions and the Sea-Doo Learning Key that electronically controlled acceleration and top
speed for new riders. Off Powered Assisted Steering for an added level of control. Innovation

reached new heights with the launch of iControl that included the first and only braking system
iBR , electronically adjustable throttle system iTC and full-rider, self-adjusting suspension
system iS. Watercraft performance was truly redefined with the RXP-X featuring the T3
Tight-Turning, T-Shape hull that cuts through chop and leans into corners tighter than any hull
before it and the complimenting rider Ergolock system with narrowing seat and knee flairs
allowing the rider to maximize the available power by feeling one with the machine. The
Sea-Doo SPARK was a design and engineering case study, built to be accessible and fun for the
next generation of Sea-Doo owners, redefining how a watercraft or any product could be built,.
Life onboard has completely changed. This new platform has a lower center of gravity along
with the new ultra stable ST3 hull. Sea-Doo riders can take their adventures further than ever
before with the new watercraft models. A supercharger boosts the power of an engine by
substantially increasing the air-fuel mixture injected into the combustion chambers. By
force-feeding more air into the combustion chambers, the 4-TEC Supercharged engine
produced an astounding horsepower. Unlike turbochargers, which only kick in after exhaust
gases reach a pre-set level, the 4-TEC supercharger was always on. The supercharged 4-TEC
marine engine offered consumers the most horsepower ever available in a watercraft. Media
were invited to the race then the following morning Stewart and Labonte rode the watercraft to a
dock on an Indianapolis lake to greet the media. Wakeskate legends and Cassette team riders
Thomas Horrell, Aaron Reed, and Danny Hampson all rode behind Sea-Doo watercraft
exclusively and led the charge in watercraft becoming the preferred tow vehicles for their
fledgling sport. The fact that Sea-Doo watercraft could turn around quickly and the new 4-TEC
engines minimized exhaust made Sea-Doo watercraft the ideal tow vehicle for these athletes to
hone their sport. The Vans Triple Crown edition featured a retractable tow pylon with observer
grab handles and the 4-TEC engine allowed the driver to hold a constant speed compared to
competitive models that struggled at the mph ideal tow speeds. With one year in the field,
Sea-Doo 4-TEC powered watercraft were leading the charge to overturn legislative restrictions
put in place based on previous watercraft technology. Bombardier Recreational Product s took
the most popular watercraft platform of all time and made it better. Off Power Assisted Steering
system. These and other technological and design advances set the stage for the new era in
watercraft. Power, more environmentally-friendly, and innovation reached new levels with the
engine. The low-end torque of the new 4-TEC hp engine powered through an all new vane water
jet pump, and straight-line tracking of the redesigned hull made the GTX 4-TEC a great
watercraft for towing wakeboarders, skiers and tubes. S system. The system could easily be
seen on each side of the hull on equipped models in the form of spring-loaded rudders. The
deck was another work of art from the award-winning Sea-Doo design team. It featured precisely
tailored lines and overall elegant proportions that flowed gracefully from bow to stern while the
flared shear line effectively reducing spray. The hull design offered operators a drier ride with
musclecraft-type precision handling. The shift from two-stroke power to four-stroke power in
personal watercraft had begun. Tags Sea-Doo , sea-doo history. Production team for the
Sea-Doo. Tags GTX 4-TEC Limited Supercharged , 25 years of the modern sea-doo , best ,
cassette , GTX SC , hampson , history , history of sea-doo , horrell , indianapolis , jetski , jetskiis
, laborite , nascar , power , Sea-Doo , sea-doo history , seadoo , seadoo jetski , speedway ,
stewart , Supercharged Sea-Doo , support , wake , wake skate , watercraft history. Tags , GTX
4-TEC , brp , cassette , first , four-stroke , gtx , hampson , history , horrell , jetski history , jetskis
, new jetski , sea-doo history , seadoo history , seadoo jetskis , vans , wake , watercraft. Add
your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. A new hull and top cap design was introduced in the SP. The new SP design provided
for engine, electrical system access and propulsion access under the seat. The SP was powered
by a Rotax engine painted yellow. Return to top. Sea-Doo started production of their first
three-passenger model branded GT. While Sea-Doo advertised this model as a three passenger,
that claim was a bit of a stretch as it took delicate balance for three passengers to stay on the
ski at slow speed. Stability with three passengers was challenging to say the least, but made for
a lot of cooling off time in the water. The GT was a smooth bottom hull design which provided
minimal holding in hard turns. If you liked to do spins, this was the ski for you. The SP
introduced in remains the same in The GT model also included reverse, a first for SeaDoo. The
XP was introduced as an upgrade to the SP two-passenger. The XP model will continue to see
upgrades over the next 13 years as the flagship performance model until the RXP is introduced
in All three models included the yellow engine. The XP had improved performance over the SP
with the addition of a twin carburetor set up. Additionally, the XP featured rear view mirrors that
were incorporated into the hood design. In , Sea-Doo completely revamped their power plant for
all models. The yellow engine is replaced with an upgraded white design by Rotax. The yellow

engine is completely phased out in The SP models remain unchanged for The XP is once again
upgraded with the introduction of manual trim. Strakes were added to the GTS hull for better
stability and handling. In , the XP continued to be upgraded from the prior year. Changes to the
XP included a larger Rotax engine with single carb and a more robust bronze pump. The XP also
received some cosmetic updates with a more modern rounded styling as well as electric trim.
This year marks the start of a proliferation of models. Sea-Doo continued to market the SPX
until The upgrades included a stainless impeller and a different exhaust pipe. The GTX did
incorporate a dual carb design and included a fuel gauge in addition to some other enhanced
features. Sea-Doo introduces the X engine inside the XP, increasing horsepower an additional
5HP by changing timing and carbs. The GTX model was upgraded to include the more powerful
engine, rear view mirrors and a complete gauge package. In , SeaDoo introduced two new
engines. The and commonly referred to as the and respectively. The engine was rated 85
horsepower and the was rated horsepower. While both were Rotax rotary valve engines, the
incorporated variable exhaust port valves. SeaDoo branded this feature R. Rotax Automatic
Variable Exhaust valves. The engines were pared with a tuned variable water injected expansion
chamber and dual carbs. The XP was completely overhauled this year. Major changes included
introduction of the X4 hull design, a larger Rotax engine with single carb and adjustable trim
tabs. In addition to the standard XP, an XP was introduced that incorporated the same features
as the standard except it included the power plant. Both XP models incorporated a new trim
design that would continue to be used for many years. The race inspired X4 hull had
significantly improved performance and handling over the prior design. The X4 hull design was
one of the best designed hulls of that time. The X4 stayed in the Sea-Doo line up until To this
day, the X4 hull is still favored by many. All utilized the engine. The GTX is upgraded with the X
engine and an optional touring seat available. The HX included the engine and a seat
suspension system. They were designed for a single passenger and were a challenge to ride.
The hull was narrow in design and required forward momentum in order to stay seated on the
ski. In , the engine is no longer available in any model. While the new electrical controls system
provided for more capability, it did require that the safety lanyard be programmed to the
electrical control system by a dealer with special software called BUDS. Read more about BUDS
here. Only lanyards programmed to the electrical control system would start the watercraft. If
you lost your key, you needed to have a new one programmed by the dealer. The new GSX was
a two passenger that was larger and more stable than the X4 hull although slower. The GTX hull
and top cap are completely redesigned for this year. It had the engine, a larger front storage
area and a two piece seat. It also included the new electrical control system and LCD
information gauge. They all incorporate the engine with single carb. The engines were painted
white. There were some issues with the white engine that were resolved in The engine is
dropped. The , and engines will be the last two stroke engines, ultimately replaced by 4-strokes
in The GS is the base model of the three and does not include trim and only includes a fuel
gauge. The GTI is positioned as the mid tier three passenger and has the same hull as the GTX,
but it came with a engine and did not include the LCD information display gauge. A brand new
designed XP is offered in This XP was a drastic change in design and riding characteristics. The
engine was moved forward under the hood which significantly moved the balance point of the
hull. The seat design was similar to a motorcycle rather than a traditional PWC. The seat design
was born out of the HX. The seat included an adjustable shock absorber mounted at the rear
and a pivot mount at the front, allowing the seat to move up and down with the passenger. Due
to an additional 90 pounds, the power to weight ratio was lower than the XP which hurt
acceleration. However, the new hull was faster on top end. In , the white engine is revised to
address some reliability issues and is now painted silver. This is the first fuel injected engine
for SeaDoo and provides cleaner emissions to address environmental standards and also
improves fuel economy. The horsepower rating remains the same as the carbureted at hp. Other
than the engine changes they remain basically the same as While the SPX stays the same as
some weight was removed to make it lighter. This makes the SPX the fastest X4 hull to date. The
HX is no longer available. The lineup has very few changes from The SPX gains a few pounds
back that it lost in This is the last year for the X4 hull and the SPX. In , a new DI Direct Injection
engine is introduced. As with the RFI version, the DI has the same horsepower rating of the
carbureted engine, but it has improved emissions and fuel economy. New for is a RX model
which was available in two versions, a carbureted and DI The RX model was a larger two
passenger hull compared to previous skis and was quite a bit heaver. It included trim and a full
gauge package on both the versions. This SeaDoo was massive and could seat four. It even
included lockers for storage. The LRV was discontinued four years later due to poor sales. The
SPX is eliminated bringing an end to the X4 hull. In , there is basically no change to most of the
models. No modifications to any of the engines or any new significant features introduced. Most

models were offered in two colors, probably as a way to compensate for the lack of new models.
It was a carbureted engine with performance upgrades. Reportedly it was the fastest stock to
this point in time. They were only produced in limited quantities. It is a cc Rotax three cylinder
engine that was naturally aspirated generating horsepower. The 4-TEC engine ultimately
becomes the only engine platform in the future as the 2-strokes become phase out over the next
5 years. SeaDoo also introduces the OPAS system Off Power Assisted Steering which provides
steering capability through the deployment of two rear rudders connected to the steering
assembly. Thereby providing some steering without solely relying on the jet thrust and steering
exit nozzle. There is a new hull and top cap this year for some of the three passenger models. It
has better stability and a large engine compartment to accommodate the larger 4-Stroke
engines. It also includes a new seat design providing stadium type seating for the rear
passenger and a new hood and sealed non-removable front storage compartment. While both
these models are heavy at over pounds, the power to weight ratio is much higher than any
previous SeaDoo, resulting in very solid performance. The RX DI remains unchanged other than
color. The two passenger RXP is rated at hp with a dry weight of pounds. It utilizes the same cc
4-TEC base engine, but with a redesigned, faster spinning supercharger compared to the hp
models introduced in The RXP is a rocket ship off the line and pulls hard to just shy of 70mph.
Clearly the RXP is not for the timid. The RXP provides a solid cost to performance ratio. SeaDoo
continues to seed their product line with 4-strokes until , when 2-Strokes are completely phase
out. The RFI version was introduced to address emission restrictions in certain regions. The
WAKE, a new specialty model is introduced targeted at the wake boarding market. It has the
same hp non-supercharged 4-TEC, but includes a retractable tow pylon and removable
wakeboard racks and special graphics. While the redesigned supercharger provided 30 more
horsepower for the RXP, it did have a major design weakness. The supercharger utilized
ceramic clutch washers which were prone to fail. The ceramic washers were designed to allow
slip between the driveshaft and supercharger impeller wheel. Ceramic is a very good material
for heat dissipation, but very brittle and tends to shatter when it fails in this application. With
the supercharger spinning over 35, RPMs, a ceramic supercharger clutch washer failure results
in fragments of ceramic material propagating throughout the engine. This can cause a complete
teardown of the engine in the worst cases and at a minimum, replacement and cleaning of the
filters and oil. Should you own a to it is highly recommended that you have the ceramic clutch
washers replaced with metal. Seadoo changed the clutch washer design in to address this
issue. Read more about Superchargers here. In , the long lineage of the XP comes to an end as
the XP is eliminated. It weighs in at pounds, compared to the RXP weight of pounds. The extra
79 pounds is attributed to the larger hull design. Where it outperforms the RXP is in rough
water. The lager hull stays hooked up much better than the RXP. The 3D is introduced in This is
a love it or hate it model. It was a unique model in that it had five riding modes: kart, knee,
stand-up, stand-up fixed handle and motorcycle. These five modes were configured by
transforming the handlebar to unfold a motorcycle seat or add the riding accessories to the
handle pole or pad area. The 3D came in two models, the base and premium. The premium came
equipped with the RFI engine and the motorcycle seat. The kart, stand-up fixed handle pole and
knee modes required purchasing these accessories. The base model did not come with a
motorcycle seat as standard, but it was available as an accessory purchase. Also, the base
model did not have a fuel gauge, just a low fuel warning light. The hull now used in the GTI
series is a composite material as opposed to fiberglass. Up until now all SeaDoos utilized
fiberglass in the hull design. This is a significant manufacturing and design process change for
BRP. It was the same cc platform and design as the naturally aspirated hp power plant, just
tuned to horsepower. The GTI did not. Under the hood, the electronic control system and ECU
start to change. This means to replace the gauge requires a trip to the dealer to marry the two.
Without the gauge being married to the ECU the Doo will not start. Read more about Gauge
Clusters here. In , there were little obvious changes to the lineup. The result of these changes is
a more comfortable riding position. The GTX Supercharged is dropped from the line in There
were some important changes under the hood for all the 4-TEC models. Now there is simply an
ECU and an electrical wiring and fuse panel. In , SeaDoo launches six new model variations
while maintain all the models from They are both powered by a hp 4-TEC engine. SeaDoo added
an upgraded supercharger that produces more boost, a better performing external intercooler
and some ECU and fuel management changes to deliver an additional 40hp above the prior hp
high water mark. The most obvious visible change is the X-racing handlebars which have a
skeleton metal frame and no wrap around steering pad. The RXT-X also includes trim. The trim
feature on a three passenger really improves the overall riding characteristics. This is the first
year trim is available in a three passenger. The performance of the â€”X skis is incredible. The
acceleration of the â€”X models make it a challenge to hold on during a hard take off. Some of

the most fun you will ever have in only 2. Fun does come with a price in this case. The 3D is
eliminated from the lineup, making the last year for the 2-Stroke engine. All models now use the
Rotax cc 4-TEC engine. In addition, all the GTI models are now the new composite hull design. A
new hp version of the WAKE is also introduced. Both WAKE models now come with a
removable ballast system that allows the addition of lbs of water be brought on board for wake
generation. Under the cover, SeaDoo redesigns the supercharger to eliminate the ceramic
clutch washers in favor of metal clutch washer. This finally resolves the shattering ceramic
clutch issue from However, the clutches still require maintenance and need to be replaced and
checked at end of their service life. Depending on riding style, every hours the washers should
be inspected. Both incorporate the hp power plant introduced on the X SeaDoos. Additionally,
SeaDoo completely changed the ECU with the iS and also significantly increased the complexity
of the subsystems in the ski. BRP calls this new control system iControl. The iS are extremely
expensive to repair due to the two part top cap and highly expensive new electronics. While
normally extended warranties are questionable, on the iS models it may make a lot of sense.
Also, both WAKE models no longer have the ballast tanks as a standard feature in The iS
Models also incorporate intelligent suspension control. The iControl improvements do not come
free. Of note is the replacement part cost with the iControl system. Progress clearly comes with
a price. In , the GTI line is completely refreshed from last year. In , SeaDoo will incorporate
iControl across the whole line up. In , iControl is now a standard feature on every SeaDoo. But
the big news for is the all new RXP-X with the new T3 Hull, HP and the Ergolock system that
allows the passengers to lock in to the seat position for much more aggressive riding. The
RXP-X is loaded with new features such as angled foot wells, adjustable sponsons, front splash
deflector, boost gauge and 5 position trim tabs. The RXP-X is now rated at hp. The Wake models
receive a new ski based mode selection for Total model count is up to 15 from 14 in In , there is
little change to the model offering. The RXT iS is eliminated from the lineup resulting in model
count of Years in which there has been minimal change result in big changes in the next year or
two. Much has been written about the Spark and simply writing more of the same would be of
little benefit. We have dedicated a separate page for the Spark Model Summary. As for the rest
of the SeaDoo line, little has change from ; although, there are some notable highlights.
Unfortunately, the badge change to Limited does not result in incremental features other than
preset trim positions. It is the same GTX with a much higher price tag. All of these models are
noticeably heavier for when compared to They fatten up from pounds dry weight to lbs. Not
much is said regarding this weight increase from SeaDoo. On the surface 35 pounds does not
sound like that much, however most, if not all of this increase was absorbed by the bare hull
and is a significant increase in the basic composite hull weight. Expect all of the models to be
slower with the added weight. The value priced, go-fast GTR will certainly suffer from the extra
weight on top end and acceleration. Other than the composite hull weight increase and new
badge for the GTX , the remainder of the line is the same as except for the new Spark.
Fundamentally, there have been no changes to the Sea-Doo product line in The old DESS
security system design, at times, made it difficult to achieve a robust connection, frustrating
riders with lack of the two beeps until the key was jiggled or removed and re-installed. Spark
Model Summary. As for pricing, we see a modest increase compared to No specifics have been
provided as to which models will transfer to Mexico and which models will remain in Canada.
The new ace motor boasts a longer stroke with more displacement, a new supercharger with
more boost, a larger maintenance free intercooler, larger fuel injectors, stronger forged pistons
and an additional heat exchanger for improved cooling over the year-old motor. The only
downside we can see is it requires a minimum of 91 octane fuel which will cost you more at the
pump, but the extra power should be well worth it. All models get the new RF Radio Frequency
DESS security key system this year which is a great improvement over the year-old electrical
contact design. Price increases are reasonable this year, especially for models with the new
power plant. Most non models went up between 50 and dollars and the models with the new
engine only went up For , Sea-Doo has added new models, discontinued some, and tweaked
almost everything for the better. They created a new HO ACE motor to replace the 4-Tec and
made improvements to the , and HP motors for more power and efficiency. The entire lineup
utilizes a bolted hull and deck design with a gasket which will allow for full access to everything
by removing the upper deck. Considering all the improvements brought for hulls and motors;
prices stayed within a hundred or so dollars of the same models except for the GTI and GTS
models that received the ACE motors this year. They saw a price decrease of between dollars.
The Spark line also received an all-new model, see the Spark Model Summary for information.
Sea-Doo brought all kinds of changes for the models like a hull design, various engine
improvements, launch control for the go-fast models, even an integrated audio system. It also
brings new convenience features like an easy-access storage compartment, a clear glovebox lid

with a USB charger, a wider boarding step, outside mounted drain and flush fittings and a
gallon fuel tank. The watt integrated Bluetooth audio system is sure to be hit with customers.
They added a new GTI Pro, but the most exciting is Sea-Doo just opened up an entirely new
category for personal watercraft. Behold, the Fish Pro. The all-new Fish Pro is based on the
ultra-stable ST3 hull, it also has an insanely large The extended rear boarding platform is almost
a foot longer which allows room for an additional LinQ mount accessory. The LinQ accessory
line features a quick attach and release mounting system for many and newer models. Other
than color changes, there were other minor improvements. It allows the customer to reset the
maintenance reminder which is something the dealer had to do before. It also displays active
fault codes to help troubleshoot problems, has an hour and trip meter, and displays everything
else you need to know. Models with this gauge also get new easier to use handlebar switches.
The ACE models got updated fuel injectors and most models received a newly updated jet pump
seal design that will retro-fit as a kit to older models. The all-new totally redesigned GTI hull
platform brings some features and technology from higher-end models to the more affordable
GTI family. The new hull is one inch wider and offers a lower center of gravity for the best
stability possible by lowering the seats, handlebars, footwells, and front storage compartment.
Sea-Doo has come a long way from those tippy XP models. It also gives you more storage
including a watertight phone box. Click here see the Spark Model Summary for information. The
store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are disabled. Home Seadoomodelref.
Sea-Doo Model Reference: - It was small. It was nimble. It was colorful. It was surprisingly
affordable. And it was so bold, it stirred up a revolution that sent a seismic wave through the
personal watercraft PWC market and reinvigorated a sluggish PWC industry. The way we would
all look at personal watercraft would forever be changed by a watercraft that was half the size,
and nearly half the price of a regular PWC that was available on the market at the time. Those
barriers included consumer sentiment such as: PWCs are too expensive, difficult t
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o store, hard to tow and tough to maintain. SPARK was affordable. It was customizable and
offered fun personalization options. It was easy to store. It was a dream to tow â€” even behind
a small car. And maintenance was nearly effortless. Water lovers and outdoor enthusiasts
around the world finally had a fun, nimble PWC that offered so much for so little. Once again,
Sea-Doo revolutionized the PWC industry with a watercraft that changed the perception of what
a personal watercraft should be. Subscribe to our newsletter for the latest news. This site uses
cookies to ensure you have the best experience. By browsing this site, you are agreeing to our
use of cookies in accordance with our Privacy Policy. Find out more on cookies and how to
manage your settings on our Cookie Policy. Back to Blog. Facebook Twitter Email Share. Your
browser [browserInfos] is out of date. It has known security flaws and may not display all
features of this and other websites. Learn how to update your browser.

